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Welcome ...
… to this special issue of
Potato Trade Topics — the
irregular e-newsletter for
members of the British
Potato Trade Association!
We have been absent from
your email inbox for some
time - for which profuse
apologies. Hopefully we can
return to a less irregular
appearance going forward.
This is a special issue
because it marks the retirement of Charlie Greenslade
as BPTA Secretary and it
introduces his successor
Gerard Croft. Please see the
article inside about this
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Paul Wood
BPTA President

BPTA Bursary
BPTA Council, at its meeting in Perth on 20th February 2020, reconfirmed its intention to set
aside annually in its budget a sum of money to provide the opportunity to award a discretionary grant to individuals who pursue an educational goal which when shared with others will
be for the betterment of the potato
industry. Further
details are contained
in the box below.
Claire Hodge was
the first recipient of
the BPTA Bursary

and her report on
her attendance at
the Global Potato
Conclave in India in
January can be
found on page 3 of
this Newsletter.

Highlights:
• Bursary opportunities
• Changing of the Guard
• Lang did yer Lum(b) reek!
• Derek ‘springs’ ahead!
• Claire’s Indian takeaway
• Tattie soup
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All change at the BPTA Office
After almost 12 years at the tiller of the
BPTA Secretariat Office, Charlie
Greenslade is retiring and BPTA Council
is delighted that Gerard Croft has
agreed to take up the mantle.

Council has also resolved to award
Charlie the Haigh Trophy in recognition
of his outstanding meritorious service to
the seed potato trade in general and to
the Association in particular.

oversaw a rewrite of BPTA Conditions
for the Purchase & Sale of Seed Potatoes
– which involved intense negotiations
with NFU and NFU Mutual and the rewrite of our Arbitration Rules.

Paul Wood, BPTA President paid tribute
to Charlie’s contribution at a dinner
prior to the February Council meeting
and presented him with a token of
appreciation.

Following a long career in seed potato
marketing, Gerard Croft has become the
new Secretary of BPTA.

Gerard has latterly chaired the BPTA.
Legal & Arbitration Committee until in
December last year he took early retirement from Greenvale AP and stepped
down from BPTA Council.

Gerard started in the Seed Potato business in 1982 working for Pattullo Higgs
as a trainee sales person before progressing to seed manager for Greenvale
AP, who took over Pattullo Higgs.
Gerard has been active in Association
business for very many years being coopted to NASPM Council in 1998 where
he chaired its Seed Regulations Committee. He was a prime mover in the
merger of NASPM and SPTA to form
BPTA in 2006.

Paul Wood thanks
Charlie Greenslade

It was inevitable that Gerard would be
asked to chair BPTA and during his
Presidency between 2010-12 he

Gerard has 4 adult children and devotes
much of his spare time to working with
youngsters as an active member of the
Scout movement.

Gerard Croft

Presentations ...
Vincent Lumb of Pan European Potato
Enterprise Ltd received
a token of
Bud -“Potatoes:
More Than
A Bit
On The Side”
appreciation from BPTA
President,
Paul
Wood in recognition of his long service
on BPTA and before that on SPTA
Council.

Derek Coyle of James Hutton Ltd
received The Tom Dixon Memorial
Trophy from BPTA Secretary, Charlie
Greenslade.

Vincent served for over a quarter of a
century in aggregate during which time
he served as President of SPTA between
2002-2004 and most recently led
BPTA’s Export Committee.

The trophy is named in honour of the
memory of Tom Dixon who organised
the training courses when these were
held at the National Institute of
Agricultural Botany at Cambridge
known colloquially as ‘NIAB’.
During 2019 seed potato growing crop
and tuber classification courses were
held at SASA on 4th & 5th July and
11th & 12th November. 6 students
attended the growing crop course and
10 students were at the tuber course. At
the end of both courses students were
tested on the knowledge gained.

Charlie Greenslade and
Derek Coyle

Vincent Lumb and
Paul Wood

for Scottish Agriculture) in Edinburgh.

The Tom Dixon Memorial Trophy is
presented by BPTA to the student with
the highest aggregate score at the
Association’s seed potato growing crop
and tuber classification courses held
every second year in July and
November at SASA (Science & Advice

It was a close-run result. With percentage results of 85% for the growing crop
test and an excellent 91% for the tuber
test, giving an aggregate score of 88%
and by the tight margin of one percentage point Derek was the student with
the best score.
Sadly due toBob
COVID-19
there will be no
Doig with
courses in the
2020.
Haigh Trophy
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Global Potato Conclave 2020 - Roadmap to a better World by Claire Hodge
In January 2020 India hosted the Global
Potato Conclave, an opportunity to
consider India’s position in a global
potato industry and how a nation will
write a roadmap to a better world. The
notion that potatoes could make the
world even better seems like a grand
target, or perhaps impossible from a UK
perspective.
Take a step back from potatoes in India
to understand why it’s critical and not
whimsical, that India must consider
crops such as potatoes as an opportunity to change the world. India has a
population of almost 1.4 Billion and
quickly rising with India's per capita
income (nominal) was $1670 per year
in 2016, ranked at 112th out of 164
countries by the World Bank, this is a
very low starting point however with
healthy year on year growth (pre pandemic). 43 % of the population are relying on agriculture for income and this
provides huge opportunity to turn to
the potential of the potato crop to
produce a nutritious and environmentally sustainable food that generates
good financial returns.
The Prime Minster of Mali opened the
Global Potato Conclave underlining the
ambitious targets the government is
setting out set for the agricultural
sector. They aim to double farmers
income by exporting to their Asian
neighbours as key to this increase. In
order to achieve this standards need
raising and effective supply chains will
need to be bettered structured.
With land and labour in abundance, if
India is managed effectively it can could
see a decrease in poverty for many rural
communities. Innovation is going to be
critical, working with global partners
and in some cases leapfrogging technologies that are standard in established western systems, which will come
with risk but huge opportunity for
reward.
The domestic consumption of potatoes
in India is very low at 24kg per person
per year. Particularly when compared to
the 100kg per person per year in the
UK. Traditionally India has been sustained by rice and cereal production,
however this varies across regions with

some areas historically being quite
reliant on potato crops. There are multiple factors which makes the potato a
promising opportunity with advantages
in nutrition, environmental, economic
and social trends.

There is a strong appetite for innovation
an ideal not only for local businesses in
India but the wider world is also watching and in many cases supporting development. When much of production is at
grass roots stage there is a sense of
ambition and opportunity to try some
radical approaches. Access to digital
tools and resource in digital modelling
and programming is affordable and in
many cases local. There are many
programmes being implemented for
pest and disease modelling. With data
captured at a crop level often using a
combination of smartphone technology
and satellite imagery to then develop
crop management tools using machine
learning, however there is a race to
market and like in many counties this
does create a fragmented delivery. For
success scale and farmer education will
need to be at the core and you will
often find this connected to government and academic institutes but that
still need commerciality. Demonstrating
an increase in on farm returns through
increased yields or stable supply chain
prices will be the ultimate measure of
success.
Opportunities to try different things, no
till potatoes! At the conference I met
with the researchers at CIP who were
working with farmers to grow potatoes
using rice paddy and harvesting above
ground. The purpose may have been
borne from a different challenge as they
were looking at how to increase production across the country in areas
where land is just not suitable to root
cropping systems. The challenge here in

Europe is from a more environmental,
soil degradation stand point and PCN
control, however the learnings are the
same. They based the principles on
what resources they had and what
would they need to redevelop and
what will they need to understand
better to grow potatoes without soil
disruption. They were achieving good
yields and amazing skin finish, but
finding varieties was the next phase to
progress.
Potato breeding and variety development seems to be the biggest barrier to
progress I could Miriam
see and
there is clear
Doe
frustration as debates were had about
interpretation of policies which are a
barrier to new varieties coming into the
market. Farmers are predominantly
growing traditional varieties, which are
low yielding and susceptible to many
pest and disease pressures. There is also
lack of access to certified seed and wide
spread seed piracy. The breeding
programmes are controlled by the government and research organisations
with some movement on international
varieties getting through the system.
This can change but it will take time and
investment from exporting countries in
building relationships as the dynamics
of the potato industry progress, investment in processing plants and secure
supply chain structures are likely to be
the driving factor.
The potato market in India offers great
opportunity but with opportunity
comes risk and there remains many
social barriers. The people I met at the
Global Potato Conclave have a global
perspective and strive to establish international networks with other potato
trading nations. Change is happening
fast as they take action, building a
roadmap to a better world.
My time in India was part of my Nuffield
Scholarship and funded by the BPTA,
BPGA and Strathmore potatoes. This
will be part of my final Nuffield report
on the connectivity in the global seed
potato supply chain. I am very grateful
to the UK potato industry in supporting
my study and helping me develop ideas
to consider the future of the potato
industry.
*figures World Bank
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The British Potato Trade Association (BPTA) was
created from the merger of the National Association
of Seed Potato Merchants (NASPM) and the Scottish
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Potato Trade Association (SPTA) in July 2006. This

British Potato Trade Association
129 Carr Lane
Willerby
Hull
East Yorkshire
HU10 6JT
Phone: 01482 655953
Mobile: 07768 166781
E-mail: secretary@bpta.org.uk Website: www.bpta.org.uk
Visit and like the BPTA on Facebook
BPTA Office is open Mon-Thurs between the hours of 8am & 1pm

UK potato industry representation possible.

union has resulted in an Association with the widest

The bulk of the tonnage of seed potatoes traded in
Great Britain for both the home and export markets
(between 250,000 & 300,000 tonnes annually) is
handled by the 120 members of the new Association. This gives the Association greater negotiating
power on behalf of its members. The BPTA covers all
aspects of potato production and sales, both at
home and for the export trade.

Hello. I am Gerard Croft, the Secretary of the British Potato Trade Association. If you have any
questions about the Association or your membership then please do not hesitate to contact me at
the times and address noted above.

Be Part of The Association
Gerard Croft
BPTA Secretary

I chokit on a tattie - An Aberdeenshire children's street song
Chatting with an old Edinburgh neighbour of mine, Charlie Greenslade writes,
we inevitably talk tatties. He then starts
to sing a little ditty about the humble
potato which I hadn't heard before. He
said he sang it as a schoolboy some 70+
years ago and our conversation had
brought it to mind.

project which has been set up to preserve, digitise, catalogue and make
available online several thousand hours
of Gaelic and Scots recordings. The
website contains a wealth of material
such as folklore, songs, music, history,
poetry, traditions, stories and other
information. The material has been
collected from all over Scotland and
beyond from the 1930s onwards.
I chokit on a tattie - An Aberdeenshire
children's street song
I chokit on a tattie, a tattie,
I chokit on a tattie,
aa through the tattie soup.
My mither sent for the doctor,
the doctor,
My mither sent for the doctor,
aa through the tattie soup.

I did a bit of research on Google and
came across a website that not only
provided the full lyrics but also had a
recording. The website Tobar an Dualchais/Kist o Riches is a collaborative

The doctor said, "You're dyin",
"You're dyin"
The doctor said, "You're dyin",
aa through the tattie soup.

They pit me in a coffin, a coffin
They pit me in a coffin,
aa through the tattie soup.
I'm in a deidie holie, holie
I'm in a deidie holie,
aa through the tattie soup.
The minister said his prayers, prayers
The minister said his prayers,
aa through the tattie soup.
They covered me wi sand, sand
They covered me wi sand,
aa through the tattie soup.
But noo I'm up in Heaven, Heaven
But noo I'm up in Heaven,
aa through the tattie soup.
The angels gave me supper, supper
An fit I got for supper was a plate
o tattie soup.
To hear this sung in an authentic
Aberdeenshire accent follow this link:
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/
fullrecord/38352/1

